TERMINAL
TRAILERS
SKELETAL TRAILERS
TIPPING TRAILERS
ROLL TRAILERS

Smart. Solid.

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS

Buiscar

MTS TRAILERS

First class terminal and industrial tra

ROLL TRAILERS

DOUBLE STACK T

Buiscar manufactures quality cargo solutions for port terminals and industries. For ports and
intermodal transport Buiscar offers skeletal trailers, MTS trailers and ﬂexi trailers, roll trailers and
goosenecks. For the industry, with activities related to e.g. construction, concrete, steel, windpower
and generators, Buiscar manufactures drawbar trailers, roll trailers, goosenecks and self propelled
trailers. Both our standard range, which may be customized by value adding options, and custom
engineered solutions are well known in the market.
Your Buiscar beneﬁts
* High quality: high quality steel, components and welding at reasonable price.
Your benefit: a long life of the trailer, total cost of ownership is the lowest in the market.
High second hand value.
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Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS

trailers

CK TRAILERS

SKELETAL TRAILERS

FLEXI TRAILERS

* Proven design and unique Buiscar tandem: the right combination of main beams, axles and
wheels manufactured according to strict dimensions.
Your benefit: heavy duty, easy and safe transportation of your cargo during the full life time of the
trailer.
* Low maintenance: the design is low maintenance.
Your benefit: efficiënt operation and low downtime, necessary parts are at your place
within 24-48 hrs.
* Buiscar staff: professional and experienced in-house engineers, craftsmen and after sales
engineers.
Your benefit: solutions that are based on more than 45 of years experience built up in a solid
firm. Buiscar Cargo Solutions is part of the Beco Group.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Skeletal trailers

Buiscar skeletal trailers
Buiscar skeletal trailers have a proven design: a heavy duty platform equipped with the
unique Buiscar tandem. The skeletal trailers have the right combination of main beams,
axles and wheels and are manufactured according to strict dimensions. Buiscar both offers
a standard range, which may be customized by value adding options, and custom
engineered solutions.
Features:
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Quality design, steel, components and welding.

		

Load capacity up to 70t.

		
		

Suitable for 1x20ft, 2x20ft, 1x30ft, 1x40ft and 1x45ft ISO containers,
also pallet wide containers and tankcontainers.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │SKELETAL TRAILERS

Stable platform structure: skeletal or tipping design with
accompanying front, rear, side and/or corner guides.
Running gear: Buiscar tandem or single axle configuration.
Buiscar finish with epoxy paint system.
Options for platform: design, container guides, container
positioning, landing legs, lighting, inspection and safety.
Options for running gear: brakes on front and/or rear axle line.
Trailer add-ons for logs, coils and other cargo for multifunctional operation.
Skeletal trailers may be upgraded to operate in a multi trailer
system (MTS); trailer trains of up to 5 trailers and 1 tractor.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Frame

The best by experience

PICTURED: BUMPCAR

1

6

3

2

PLATFORM MAIN AND
CROSS BEAMS

WELDING

CONTAINER GUIDES

Fabricated from hot rolled steel.
Main beams c.t.c. ±1.700mm are
made of high tensile steel S355.
Three configurations available, see
as pictured. Length: 40-45ft, width:
2.450mm (or pallet wide).

Fully welded construction. Mixed
gas welded (according to NENEN 287 and ASME standards) to
a sturdy construction. Tube cross
beams are “full pen” welded to the
main beams for adequate support
of the container guides.

Front, rear and side guides are
fully welded to the platform and
composed of steel plats 10-15mm.
The side guides have a rounded
top, which is clearly marked.
The rear guide maybe collapsible.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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PICTURED: MAIN BEAMS WIDE

PICTURED: CORNER GUIDES
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KINGPIN
Kingpin of 2 inch hardened steel,
according to DIN74080, fully
plated. Coupling at any angle is
possible. Kingpin load: < 32ton.

LANDING LEGS
Heavy duty type supported fixed
landing legs with wide foot pads.
Landing leg load: < 50ton.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

SURFACE TREATMENT
Buiscar surface treatment. Steelworks are shot blasted SA2.5 and
finished with a multi-layer epoxy
coating of total 150mµ (dft.) Finish
layer is in a plain standard RAL
colour code to be chosen.
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Tandem Smart design

PICTURED: TANDEM OVERVIEW

1

AXLES
2 nos. of oscillating, rocker-beam
tandem sets to ensure stable road
contact. With axles for 24tons at
25km/h per axle-line.
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3

2

WHEELS
Single mounted wheels on the
heavy duty tandem sets.
Pneumatic tyres. Other tyres
optional.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

RIMS
Rims 9.00x22,5 hub centre ET0,
10 stud M22 bolts.

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │SKELETAL TRAILERS

PICTURED: EXPLODED VIEW

5

4

FRAME AND
TANDEM FIXTURE
The reinforced tandem sets /
rocker beams are mounted in
rubber blocks, to also protect the
wheel bearings against highfrequency vibrations occurring
during transport.
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LOAD CAPACITY
Standard configurations are
available for 65t and 70t. Frame
and tandem are upgraded for the
70t configuration.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

LOW MAINTENANCE
Engineered combination of main
beams and tandem is low
maintenance.
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Options
Ask for the Buiscar standard configurations and customize with value adding options. Buiscar
offers custom engineered solutions in case of requirements due to specific operating
conditions like required tonnage, platform dimensions, container positioning and many others.
GUIDES

Side guide

Corner guide

Rear guide

Front guide

LANDING LEGS

Collapsible rear guide

Fixed legs

Manually retractable legs

Manually windable legs

CONTAINER POSITIONING

ISO pin

Collapsible twistlocks

Twistlocks

Container stoppers

INSPECTION

Anti skid rubber
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Inspection platforms

Ladders

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

Bumper

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │SKELETAL TRAILERS

SAFETY

BRAKES

Aluminium bars

Nylon belts

Two axle lines braked

Springbreak cylinder

One axle line braked

Mudguards

Brake regulation: 3 positions

LIGHTING

LED tail lights

Air system: Duomatic

SUSPENSION

LED ﬂash lights

LED side markers

Electric system

Multi leaf springs

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Foamed tyres

Wooden deck

Solid tyres

Add-on log

Adjusted platform size

Load capacity

Add-on coil

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

Add-on leakage bin
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Your Buiscar conﬁguration

The right combination of m

Ask for the Buiscar standard configurations and customize with value adding options.
Buiscar offers custom engineered solutions in case of requirements due to specific operating
conditions like required tonnage, platform dimensions, container positioning and many others.

HD65BC-45FT
Trailer with capacity of 65t
and length of 45ft.
Basic heavy duty Buiscar
configuration.

HD65-45FT
Trailer with capacity of 65t
and length of 40ft.
Due to the twistlocks a 45ft
container can also be
tranported on the 40ft platform.

HD70BC-45FT
Trailer with capacity of 70t and
length of 45ft.
Anti-skid rubber for noise
reduction.
Cost efficient transportation solution.

HD65BC-45FT
Trailer with capacity of 65t
and length of 45ft.
2 axle lines braked for
safety and mudguards.
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Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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of main beams, axles and wheels according to strict dimensions
HD65BC-42FT
Trailer with capacity of 65t
and customized length of
42ft.
Access platforms with
anti-sliding grating.
Anti-skid rubber for noise
reduction.

HD65BC-45FT
Trailer with capacity of 65t
and length of 45ft.
Customized bumper with
stairs and platform for
inspection (customs).
Extended frame for
twist- locks to transport tankcontainers.

HD35-20FT
Tank container trailer with
capacity of 35t and length of
20ft.
Tankcontainer trailer which
is easy to operate due to
tandem.

HDS30-20FT
Dolly trailer with capacity of
20t and a length of 20ft.
Dolly trailer plus skeletal
trailer to transport 3x20ft ISO
containers at once.

BUISCAR SERVICE
YOUR BUISCAR
CONFIGURATION:
ASK BUISCAR
TEAM

ASSESMENT
OF YOUR
TERMINAL
LAY OUT

COST EFFICIENT
TRANSPORTATION
SOLUTION

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

BUISCAR
SERVICE
ENGINEERS

BUISCAR
SPARE PARTS
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Single axle trailers

Single axle line for b

1

3

2

FRAME
CONFIGURATIONS
Frame configurations bumpcar,
main beams wide and corner guides. Length 20/30/40/45ft. Width:
2.450mm (or pallet wide).
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WOODEN DECK
Open frame or wooden frame for
general cargo. In case of wooden
deck the frame is extended to
support the deck.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

RUNNING GEAR
Buiscar single axle configuration with heavy duty fixture to the
frame.

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │SKELETAL TRAILERS

r basic transport

4

CONTAINER POSITIONING
Sinkable twistlocks to transport
2x20ft or 40/45ft container(s).
ISO container pins. For additional
options see p.10-11.

6

5

SUSPENSION
Multi leaf axle suspension is
optional

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

LD60-40FT
Buiscar single axle trailer with
capacity of 60t and length of 40ft.
Basic Buiscar configuration.
Buiscar Single axle trailers are
used at ports, by logistic
service providers and for interterminal / intermodal transport.
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Tipping trailers Trailer to tip 20ft containers

1

TIPPING FRAME
Skeletal trailer with a tipping frame
carries and tip a 20ft ISO container. The frame is equipped with
twistlocks to secure the container.
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3

2

RUNNING GEAR
Buiscar heavy duty tandem or
single axle configuration.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

TIPPING CYLINDER
Heavy duty tipping cylinders operated from the enclosed ≥ 24Volt
electro hydraulic unit, power is to
be supplied by an external system or by self supporting electro
hydraulic power supply.

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │TIPPING TRAILERS

4

6

5

STABILIZERS
Efficient loading and/or unloading
of containers with (bulk) material.

CONTROL BOX
Operating control box with push
buttons. The box may be installed
on the skeletal frame or in the
truck cabin.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

HDK40-20FT
Buiscar Tipping trailer with capacity of 40t and length of 20ft. Frame
with automatic lockable twistlocks
and customized frame size.
Hydraulic system powered by a
diesel engine. Running gear with
one axle line, air suspension,
double mounted solid tyres and
braking system.
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Roll trailers

Buiscar roll trailers
Buiscar roll trailers have a proven design: a heavy duty platform equipped with the unique
Buiscar tandem wheel sets. The roll trailers have the right combination of main beams, axles and
wheels and are manufactured according to strict dimensions. Buiscar both offers a standard
range, which may be customized by value adding options, and custom engineered solutions.
Features:
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Quality design, steel, components and welding

		

Load capacity up to 120t

		

Suitable for ISO containers and general cargo

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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Stable platform structure: main and cross beams with wooden
open or steel covered deck
Running gear: Buiscar tandem wheel set
Buiscar finish with epoxy paint system
Options for platform: design, container positioning and lighting
Options for running gear: steering and brake system
Frame adjustments possible for safe transportation of logs,
coils turbines and other types of general cargo

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Frame

The best by experience

1

MAIN AND CROSS BEAMS

WELDING

CARGO DISTRIBUTION:
ONLY +50% OF DECK!

Fabricated from hot rolled steel.
Main beams are made of high tensile steel S355. Length: 40/45ft,
width: 2450-3000mm.

Fully welded construction. Mixed
gas welded (according to NENEN 287 and ASME standards) to
a sturdy construction. Main and
cross beams are “full pen” welded
to the main beams.

All Buiscar roll trailers can transport its maximum tonnage on
50% of the platform to ensure you
can transport any type of general
cargo.

4
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2

5

6

CARGO LASHINGS

GOOSENECK ADAPTER

BUISCAR
SURFACE TREATMENT

Cargo lashings for safe transportation of your cargo. Max. 5t/lashing.

Standard gooseneck tunnel/adapter is provided at the front end of
the trailer. Tunnel/adapter is provided with safety hooks.

Steelworks are shot blasted SA2.5
and finished with a multi-layer
epoxy coating of total 150mµ (dft.)
Finish layer is in a plain standard
RAL colour code to be chosen.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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Tandem

Wheel sets

7

WHEELS
Total of 8 Buiscar casted wheels,
with solid massive tires, type
“press-on”, with a combined load
capacity of <100ton in total. Maximum speed 16 km/h.

8

9

TANDEM WHEEL SETS

LOW MAINTENANCE

Buiscar tandem wheel sets with
4 oscillating axles, in 2 axle lines,
suitable for even distribution of
wheel load. Protection of the wheel
sets by steel.

Engineered combination of main
beams and wheel sets are low
maintenance. Sealed roller
bearings. Demounting of axles is
easy due to conical stainless steel
bolts.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Options
FRAME DECK

Wood

Open frame

Steel

CARGO POSITIONING

Collapsible twistlock

Stanchion pockets

D-lashings

ISO Holes

STEERING

BRAKES

Steered wheel sets

Brakes

Twistlocks with hatches

Brake regulation: 3 positions

GOOSENECK

LIGHTING

LED tail lights

LED ﬂashlights

24V Euro connector

LED side markers

Fixed gooseneck

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Gooseneck
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Tonnage

Adjusted platform size

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

Additional axle line

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │ROLL TRAILERS

Your Buiscar conﬁguration

The right combination of main
beams, axles and wheels according to strict dimensions

Ask for the Buiscar standard configurations and customize with value adding options. Buiscar
offers custom engineered solutions in case of requirements due to specific operating conditions like required tonnage, platform dimensions, container positioning and many others.

RR60-40FT

RR60FG-40FT PNEUMATIC TYRES
Trailer with capacity
of 60t and length of
40ft. Basic heavy
duty Buiscar
configuration with
wooden deck.

RR100FG-40FT 3M

Trailer with capacity
of 60t and length of
40ft. Pneumating
tyres due to surface
conditions and
braking system
including handbrake.

RR15-30FT SPREADER
Trailer with capacity
of 60t and length of
40ft. Configuration
with steel platform
deck, superelastic tyres and fixed
gooseneck.

RR60FG-18M STEERED

Trailer with capacity
of 15t and length of
30ft. Spreader trailer
with spreader
supports and
maintenance
platforms

RR35FG-45FT LEAKAGE
Trailer with capacity
of 60t, length of 18m.
Customized with
mechanical steering
from the kingpin and
braking system.

Trailer with capacity
of 35t and length of
45ft. Liquid reservoir
of 35m3. Container
stoppers to hold the
containers in a fixed
position.

BUISCAR SERVICE
YOUR BUISCAR
CONFIGURATION:
ASK BUISCAR
TEAM

ASSESMENT
OF YOUR
TERMINAL
LAY OUT

COST EFFICIENT
TRANSPORTATION
SOLUTION

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

BUISCAR
SERVICE
ENGINEERS

BUISCAR
SPARE PARTS
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CERTIFICATIONS / MEMBER OF

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS BV
De Limiet 18

T: +31 (0) 347 - 323103

4131 NR Vianen (Ut.)

F: +31 (0) 347 - 377780

The Netherlands

E: info@buiscar.com

www.buiscar.com
www.facebook.com/buiscar

